November 2011

Sometimes the truth can
be so unnecessary
How many investors remember the Maastricht Criteria’s
two main fiscal tests that were required of countries in
order to join the European Monetary Union? Let us
remind you. First, all countries that wanted to join the
Euro in 1999 needed to limit their outstanding sovereign
debt to 60% of GDP. Second, countries needed to also
limit any annual budget deficit to 3% of GDP.
Looking back on the 11 years since the formation of
the European Monetary Union, we see that Europe
didn’t do very well in sticking to their fiscal plans.
Eurostat, the commission charged with collecting and
reporting European economic data, have continually
showed European governments failing to meet these
criteria. Their latest data, from December 2010, shows
that only Luxembourg and Finland currently meet the
original Maastricht fiscal criteria. Unfortunately, they
account for less than 2% of European GDP.
 

 



 

 

 

 


 



 

 

 
 



 

 
 




 

 



 

 

 

 





 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The remaining original EMU adopters have debt to GDP
larger than the original target of 60% and deficits to
GDP larger than the original target of 3%1. And that
1

Markets became too complacent in measuring true
government credit risk once the Euro was formed. Interest
rates fell in most Club-Med countries to the levels of the
stronger countries (see chart below). As rates fell, these
countries borrowed at German levels, but spent money
like a drunken sailor on shore leave. The market finally
began to re-access European government default risks,
leading to today’s crisis.

The biggest question facing markets today is Europe. Will
there be fiscal/political union or will there be a breakup of
the Euro. Can some members leave, how will they leave,
and what are the consequences for the remainder of
EMU? Can policymakers put together a plan for fiscal/
political union as well as monetary union to save the
Euro? Will the ECB monetize (print money) to buy
sovereign debt? How will the banks survive, given the
levels of sovereign debt remaining on their books, their
lack of capital and their inability to tap financial markets?
How will a full blown crisis impact the rest of the world?
Policymakers have so far only demonstrated how far
behind the curve they remain. Like most conservative
investors, we remain concerned over the impact to the

Source: Eurostat
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was 2010, with continuing stresses in the European
market, 2011 will look even worse.

Will the Euro-zone break up?
The continued escalation of the euro-zone debt crisis,
including the borrowing costs of Club Med countries
hovering at unsustainable levels, suggests an increasing
probability of some form of break-up of the currency
union and sovereign defaults. Policymakers are currently
debating a plan for some form of policing/control of each
other’s fiscal situation. However, policymakers’ failure to
agree on the form of this obvious requirement has cast
yet further doubts over their ability to take the action
needed to secure the euro-zone’s future. And official
acknowledgement of the right to leave the euro has
shattered any illusion that a euro-zone break up is
technically impossible.
Given financial market uncertainty and the future fiscal
sacrifices that are in the making, European economies
have begun to slow and most face severe recessionary
risks. It is becoming increasingly difficult for governments
to implement austerity measures – increasing taxes and
cutting spending when economic growth is weak. In
order for fiscal austerity to work, most countries need
economic growth. And weak growth and high
unemployment have led to further social unrest and
political upheaval across the region. Three prime ministers
have already lost their jobs (Italy, Greece and Spain) as
they were unable to provide a quick resolution to the
crisis. We foresee considerable further social unrest and
political upheaval.
Despite these headwinds, structural reforms are necessary
both in labour markets and taxation and spending policies
in order to promote market credibility. This lack of
credibility has led to rising borrowing costs, which has
compounded the current problem. Centralized oversight/
control of individual country fiscal policy is now a
requirement to salvage market credibility and for further
bailouts. But this will take time and pain to implement.
Small steps are beginning, both by a bail-out fund (EFSF)
and the ECB’s bond purchases, which implicitly transfers
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risk from the peripheral countries to the core. A sounder,
longer-term solution of issuing bonds by a central
borrowing authority for the Euro-zone ‘a Euro-zone bond’
would remove the need for countries to individually fund
their debt. Closer economic integration would lead to
stronger governance within the region and possibly
eventually lead to full political and fiscal union – not
impossible – but highly controversial.
All solutions require extensive and very drawn out treaty
changes. Unfortunately, European leaders continue to
believe they have already contained the crisis. Following
last week’s latest ‘final’ summit, German Chancellor
Merkel stated, ‘the breakthrough to a stability union has
been achieved.’ ECB President Monti said ‘It’s a very good
outcome for euro-area members and it’s going to be the
basis for a good fiscal compact and more disciplined
economic policy.’ And proving the end to the European
crisis was near, it was just announced that the 2012 and
54th winner of the prestigious Charlemagne Prize for
helping foster European unity was just won by German
Finance Minister, Wolfgang Schauble for his work toward
stabilising the Euro. The inaugural Kapstream ‘Sometimes
The Truth Can Be Really Unnecessary’ Award is currently
accepting nominations! We remain bearish on
policymakers’ ability to successfully implement necessary
policy changes.

What about the rest of the world?
As the European crisis took centre stage, few have
focused on the US recovery. While non-farm payroll
numbers have been steadily increasing (at about 120k
a month), job growth remains below the average level
needed to meaningfully reduce the unemployment rate.
Given the 8.5 million job losses through 2008-2009, we
estimate job growth needs to be in the 250k to 300k/
month to return to pre-crisis employment levels. While
not at these levels, at least job growth has returned to
consistent positive numbers. More recently, consumer
confidence numbers have been much higher than
expected and retail sales were larger than expected, post
the Thanksgiving holidays. Housing still remains a weak
point, as data remains weak due debt levels and
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rest of the world, and in particular, worry about the
short‑term performance of our risk assets as market
liquidity decreases.

Continuing to support the consumer are Treasury yields,
which remain artificially low as the Federal Reserve
continues to verbally promise more quantitative easing
and stable, low interest rates. US 10 year Treasury yields
have been around 2% over the past month, while
mortgage rates remain sub-4.5%, for those with the
credit to borrow.
While we expect markets to continue to focus on
European events, the longer-term US recovery will
eventually add stability to the global financial system.

Two speed Australian economy
The Reserve Bank of Australia lowered the key rate by
25bps to 4.25% (the second rate cut in two months) as
the Australian economy showed signs of weakening given
the Euro-zone crisis. The Reserve Bank will be challenged
over the coming months in deciding on further rate
reductions, in trying to strike a balance between the
resource boom versus weaker consumer data and the
global slowdown. Full time employment for November
fell by 40k, while the overall employment numbers for
November fell by 6300 jobs. The unemployment rate rose
by 0.1% to 5.3%.
Gross Domestic Product for 3Q11 rose by 1.0% qoq –
with most of the economic growth in Western Australia
and Queensland (post the recovery from the floods for
the 1Q11). New South Wales grew at a modest 0.5%
while Victoria contracted by -0.1%.
The market continues to expect additional easing’s by the
RBA. The markets expect the RBA cash rate to fall from
4.25% to 3.00% over 2012.

markets expect over the course of 2012. We expect the
European Central Bank to continue easing interest rates
and the US Federal Reserve to keep interest rates low for
an extended period of time at least through 2014.
Given a deterioration in the global backdrop (especially
Europe) and little relief in financial conditions (funding
costs rising for most financial institutions despite rate cuts
by Central Banks), we expect the beginning of 2012 to
remain volatile. We expect this period to be dominated by
major macro concerns, continued deleveraging and the
focus to shift back to domestic fundamentals with the
biggest unknown – ‘a resolution to the Euro-Zone crisis’.
As macro concerns dominate investment themes in 2012
we will focus on capital preservation, value and yield for a
given amount of risk as our major themes going forward.
With this back drop in mind, we continue to prefer:
• E xposure to Australia and Asian corporates with strong
fundamentals and economic tail winds in their favour.
• A
 mixture of fixed and floating rate assets in the
region.
• A
 large exposure to cash and cash like investments:
15 to 20% (we realise we are giving up returns to
protect capital).
• W
 hen opportunities arise for the right risk/reward pay
off we intend to lower our cash holdings tactically.
30% of our current assets maturity over the next
12 months.
• W
 e continue to avoid exposure to European peripherals
and European Banks.
• C
 ontinue to hold our exposure to the big four banks
senior and subordinated debt (20%).
• C
 ontinue to hold our exposure to the Australian
AAA RMBS market (10%).

Investment implications

• Have small exposure to below investment grade assets.

We remain positioned for a further deterioration in the
European sovereign debt crisis; The RBA is not scheduled
to meet in the month of January, however we expect
them to ease further in 2012, although not to the extent

We wish you and your families a very
Happy New Year and best wishes in 2012.
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deleveraging taking longer to work through the system.
However, existing home sales and durable goods orders
have turned positive.

